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 The 29-30 June 2012 “super” derecho was and is perhaps the most prolific derecho to 
occur in contemporary times, and yet was almost entirely unforecasted. While many of the 
synoptic-scale precursors to derecho events are understood, the multi-scale nature of the 
dynamical processes involved, which can help to distinguish derecho producing events versus 
non-derecho events, remain much more elusive. Using both observed datasets and high 
resolution (meso-beta/gamma scale) WRF-ARW simulations, the sequence of adjustments and 
accelerations which ultimately set up the pre-derecho environment are examined up to two 
weeks ahead of the 29 June event. Planetary scale Rossby wave breaking occurred on 15-16 
June, almost two weeks prior to the super derecho, resulting in the development and 
intensification of a strong high pressure system and deep mixed layer over the complex terrain of 
the western U.S. Seven days after the initial Rossby wave break (~23 June), daily record- 
breaking temperatures began to dominate much of the central U.S. as the mixed layer/high 
pressure continued to strengthen via the development of mountain-plains solenoids to enhance 
mixing and persistent, hot, dry flow off of the Pacific around the ridge. Rossby wave train 
amplification continued to occur from 16 June through 26 June ahead of another Rossby wave 
break on 26 June. This wave break was positively tilted, reinforcing the anticyclonic nature of 
the mixed layer environment. The 26 June wave break was crucial for detaching the mixed layer 
from the western U.S. elevated plateau, creating an elevated mixed layer which was rapidly 
deformed, and propagated downstream to set up the derecho environment between 27-29 June. 
On 28 June, a mass imbalance at the elevated mixed layer front resulted in highly ageostrophic 
accelerations in the mid-levels of the atmosphere, generating an along-stream midlevel 
mesoscale jetlet which ultimately assisted in the movement of the elevated mixed layer and 
ii 
 
associated mesoscale front downstream across the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic. These two features 
also worked to mutually strengthen one another as they moved downstream. On the morning of 
29 June, a well-defined corridor of both potential static instability and lowered inertial stability 
(or negative isentropic potential vorticity) was set up across the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic states. 
This, plus strong capping (to suppress convection within this environment ahead of the super 
derecho), a divergent polar jet entrance region to the north, and the highly unbalanced midlevel 
jetlet set the stage for the triggering of this prolific severe convective event driven by a strong 
low-level mesoscale anticyclone. The WRF-ARW simulations replicated the subsequent, narrow 
corridor of imbalance/instability and eventual derecho remarkably well, providing an exceptional 
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 Intense tornadoes and tornado outbreaks are among some of the most violent weather 
events on the planet. These events can be devastating to society, often resulting in the destruction 
of property and infrastructure, sometimes even causing injuries or death. The 25-28 April, 2011, 
tornado “super outbreak,” the costliest and largest tornado outbreak ever recorded, caused an 
estimated ~$11 billion in damage and resulted in over 348 fatalities during a three day period, 
317 of which occurred on 27 April, 2011, alone. The Tuscaloosa, AL, tornado on 27 April 
caused nearly $2.5 billion of a total $11 billion in damages. Just one month later, a tornado 
outbreak from 21-26 May, 2011, spawned the 22 May, 2011, Joplin, MO, multiple-vortex EF-5 
tornado. The Joplin EF-5 was and is the deadliest tornado since 1947, killing 158 people directly. 
It is also the single costliest tornado ever recorded, causing $2.8 billion in damage in just 38 
minutes. The entire 21-26 May, 2011, outbreak resulted in a total of ~$7 billion (including 
Joplin) in damages over six days. The 2013 Moore, OK, tornado was an EF-5 that caused an 
estimated $2 billion in damages and killed 24. Six months later, the 17 November 2013, Midwest 
tornado outbreak across Illinois and Indiana resulted in $1.6 billion in damages and 8 fatalities.  
In similar fashion, the 29-30 June 2012 derecho (from the Spanish derecho meaning 
“direct” or “straight ahead,” first termed as such by Hinrichs 1888, revived by Johns and Hirt 
1987) or “super” derecho, resulted in at least $2.9 billion (likely much more, NOAA 2013) in 
damages and 22 direct deaths in less than twelve hours. In the week(s) following the derecho, the 
heat wave which contributed to the derecho continued across the region, and 34 more deaths 
occurred in areas where power remained out as a result of the storm (Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention 2013, NOAA 2013, U.S. Department of Energy 2012). Derechos are, simply put, 
very intense and long-lived severe bow echo mesoscale convective systems (MCS), often 
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referred to as derecho producing MCS.  
 
Figure 1: “Classic” large scale synoptic setups for various types of severe weather events including a) a 
typical baroclinic synoptic low pressure system severe thunderstorm and tornado outbreak setup [from 
Brandon Vincent, adapted from Barnes and Newton 1983], b) typical warm season synoptic scale pattern 
for severe, long lived derechos [from Coniglio et al. 2004, adapted from Johns 1993], and c) same as in 
(b) but for the weaker “serial derechos” or bowing MCS. 
To qualify as a derecho by the current operational definition, severe winds (58+ mph) 
must occur with the system for a path more than 250 miles in length. Additionally, “several, 
well-separated 75 mph (65+ kts) or greater gusts,” must be present along the storm’s path (cite). 
Corfidi et al. (2016) recently proposed a revised definition to the term derecho, increasing the 
length requirement to roughly 400 miles (650 km) and eliminating the need for significant severe 
wind reports. The 29-30 June super derecho more than qualifies by either definition, having 
produced dozens of 75+ mph wind reports and covering an expanse of land more than 600-800 
miles (up to 1000 miles by some accounts) long. Derechos are typically categorized into serial 
and progressive type derechos depending upon the physical characteristics, intensity, and 
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longevity of the storm. Serial derechos are generally only a small part of a larger MCS or QLCS 
(quasi-linear convective system) originating from strong geostrophic synoptic forcing 
mechanisms. While the naming conventions in Corfidi et al. (2016) have yet to be adopted, this 
study will adhere to the suggested nomenclature presented there. Thus, from here on out, the 
term derecho will strictly refer to what has previously been referred to in the literature as a 
progressive derecho, while the old “serial derecho” will be referred to exclusively as a bowing 
MCS or bowing QLCS. 
 
Figure 2: Upper air sounding from Norman, OK (KOUN), on 1 June 2013 at 00Z. Wind barbs on right side 
of skew-T log-P diagram highlighted to show typical “veering” wind profile, or clockwise turning of wind 
with height. 
 Violent and damaging convection is, unambiguously, the only similarity between the 29 
June 2012 “super” derecho/most derechos and a majority of other severe weather events, 
tornadic or not. A typical large-scale (synoptic, wavelengths between 1000 km and 2500 km, 
Orlanski 1975) severe weather outbreak is generally characterized by a strong (quasi-
)geostrophic coupled jet and baroclinic frontal system (Figure 1a) where convection is the 
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natural downscale response to the larger scale environment, which is often characterized by 
strong veering vertical wind shear (Figure 2) and differential thermal advection, with low-level 
warm air advection (WAA) undercutting mid-level relatively cold dry air advection (CAA) to 
ultimately produce very strong convection.  
 
Figure 3: Four panel evolution of SPC outlooks and observed storm reports: a) SPC day 4-8 severe 
weather outlook. Purple polygon shows the “day 5” outlook valid 12Z 4/25/2011 through 12Z 4/26/2011, 
b) SPC day 1 severe weather outlook and preliminary storm reports valid 13Z 4/25/2011 through 12Z 
4/26/2017, c) same as (b) but valid 13Z 4/26/2011 through 12Z 4/27/2011, and d) same as (b), (c) but 
valid 13Z 4/27/2011 through 12Z 4/28/2011. 
Fortunately, intense cyclogenesis and strongly baroclinic synoptic environments are 
easily captured by long-term operational numerical weather models driven by synoptic-scale 
observations. For example, key synoptic forecasting components for a high probability severe 
weather event, which eventually became the 25-28 April 2011 super outbreak, were recognized 
~5 days in advance by the NOAA NWS Storm Prediction Center [SPC] (Figure 3a) and quite 
accurately forecast day-to-day throughout the duration of the event (Figure 3b-d). Similarly, the 
21-26 May 2011 tornado outbreak was also forecast ~5 days ahead of time by the NOAA NWS 
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SPC with less slightly less confidence than the April 2011 outbreak. The 20 May 2013 tornado 
event, which spawned the Moore, OK, EF-5 tornado, was forecast 6+ days ahead of time, and the 
17 November 2013 tornado outbreak across the Midwest was forecast up to 5 days out, though 
not with great accuracy until about 4 days out.  
The high accuracy with which forecasters are able to anticipate significant tornado 
outbreaks suggests, at minimum, two things:  
1) Current operational models do a decent job of capturing synoptic scale features and 
highly baroclinic systems responsible for typical strongly forced tornado outbreaks (does not 
include dryline events, tornadoes from tropical cyclones, etc.) and  
2) Forecasters understand the large scale dynamics and/or ingredients necessary to 
produce tornadoes (i.e., strong, veering wind shear with height; moderate-to-high static 
instability; low level jets; jet streak exit regions; etc.) well enough to forecast the occurrence of 
an outbreak, with confidence, numerous days in advance. 
 
Figure 4: Synoptic scale schematic (http://www.footsforecast.org/2013/06/derechos-widelyfeared-but-
not.html) of a typical warm-season progressive derecho event using the 12Z 29 June 2012 700 hPa SPC 
experimental RAP analysis. The blue polygon labelled “COOLER” represents the quasi-geostrophic 
front/jet streak entrance. The red polygon represents the anomalous ridging and “MAJOR HEAT WAVE” 
across the region. The red and blue arrows indicate flow around the polygons, and the orange arrow 
labelled “DERECHO PATH” indicates the eventual path of the derecho. 
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 The larger scale environment in which intense derecho events occur is, generally 
speaking, also fairly well recognized (Figure 4), however, there still remain many, many 
challenges to forecasting derechos. Unlike the previously discussed “strongly forced” severe 
weather environments which spawn strong tornadoes and intense tornado outbreaks, derecho 
events are, conversely, “weakly forced.” In other words, the synoptic environments in which 
derechos form are generally considered to be convectively benign, only becoming convectively 
active in the presence of some smaller, mesoscale mechanism that can break through the present 
stable layer(s), ultimately resulting in causing convection.  
One reason for the current inability to forecast these events is that operational numerical 
models tend to have a hard time resolving the location, timing, intensity, and longevity of MCS 
due to meso-gamma scale convective initiation processes that are not currently resolved. This 
problem is commonly referred to in the literature as the “initiation problem,” which is often 
related to issues with model initialization, specifically with regards to moisture as well as surface 
differential heating and planetary boundary layer turbulence (Kain and Fritsch 1990) that act as a 
triggers for individual convective storms which can then coalesce into one or more larger MCS, 
or even a derecho producing MCS. In preparation for this manuscript, the author has come to the 
conclusion that mesoscale convective triggering processes key to these events happen 
somewhere in the range of 10-15 km, since the 4km NAM could not successfully simulate the 
derecho (despite how hard it tried), but the operational 3km HRRR (High Resolution WRF-
Rapid Refresh), as well as the 2km WRF-ARW simulation presented in this manuscript, could 
quite accurately simulate the derecho, consistent with a 5-delta wave mode (Lin 2007).  
The 29 June 2012 derecho was an excellent example of this fact being almost entirely 
unforecasted, in large part due to model inconsistencies (NOAA 2013). Although approximately 
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12-15 hours ahead of the event some of the higher resolution, convection allowing operational 
numerical weather models (CAMs) were predicting a long-lived, bow echo type MCS over the 
general area, model inconsistencies between the 3km HRRR, 4km NAM (North American 
Mesoscale Forecast System) and coarser operational NCEP models, the NAM (12 km) and GFS 
(Global Forecast System, 27 km), led forecasters to anticipate only isolated severe weather 
across the subsequently affected region (Figure 5).  
 
Figure 5: a) SPC day 3 categorical severe weather outlook and discussion valid 12Z 6/29/2012 through 
12Z 6/30/2012, b) SPC day 2 probabilistic severe weather outlook also valid 12Z 6/29 through 12Z 6/30, 
c) SPC day 2 categorical severe weather outlook valid for the same times, and d) SPC day 2 probabilistic 
severe weather outlook also valid for the same times. 
Strong capping due to very stable stratification, only moderate deep layer shear, and lack of an 
organized mid- or upper-level disturbance to maintain a favorable environment for convection 
led forecasters to interpret the environment as being relatively benign (NOAA 2013), despite the 
fact that this was by all standards a “classic” warm season derecho setup (classic setup discussed 
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later in this section). 
 While ingredients-based forecasting and synoptic pattern recognition do work relatively 
well to capture the typical severe weather outbreak (Brooks 2013), these methods break down in 
the pre-derecho environment, lending them little utility when it comes to forecasting more 
weakly forced phenomena such as derechos. 
 
Figure 6: Originally Figure 1 from Bentley and Mote (1998) showing a) Johns and Hirt (1987) climatology 
of warm season, May-Aug., derechos from 1980 through 1983 and b) the total number of derechos 
occurring in the warm seasons from 1986 through 1995. 
The literature on derechos is dominated by synoptic climatologies and ingredients-based 
synoptic scale conceptual models (Guastini and Bosart 2016, Coniglio et al. 2004, Johns and Hirt 
1987, Bentley and Mote 1998, Johns 1993, etc.), as well as case studies of specific events 
(Bentley and Logsdon 2016, Law 2016, Corfidi et al. 2016, Fierro et al. 2014, Evans et al. 2013, 
Weisman et al. 2013, Dunn and Best 2011, Metz and Bosart 2010, Coniglio et al. 2010, Ashley 
et al. 2007, Duke and Rogash 1992, etc.), but little work has been done regarding the multi-scale 
links and nonlinear dynamic processes leading up to and involved in creating and maintaining 
such an intense and unique convective mode. There is plenty of documentation on derechos 
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dating back to at least the late 1800s (Hinrichs 1888), but to this day the environments in which 
derechos form are still largely misunderstood. Derechos themselves are a generally well 
understood phenomena, however they are more elusive to forecasters than their tornado 
counterparts based on empirical evidence, though this issued has not been formally addressed. 
 
Figure 7: Originally Figure 3 from Coniglio and Stensrud (2004) showing the spatial distribution of all 
warm season derecho events from a) 1986-2001, b) 1986-1995, and c) 1996-2001. 
For progressive derechos (heretofore interchangeable with simply “derecho;” “serial 
derechos” will be called bowing MCS, Corfidi et al. 2016), there are three main conceptual 
models/synoptic patterns (Coniglio et al. 2004) that capture 72% of all derecho events. These 
models include the upstream trough pattern, ridging pattern, and zonal pattern, though the 
upstream trough pattern is noted to be more favorable for lesser severe or non-severe bowing 
MCS events. A more recent climatology by Guastini and Bosart (2016) indicates, however, that 
upstream, upper level troughs do commonly result in progressive derechos, expanding further the 
number of synoptic patterns to consider for derecho production.  
Other synoptic setups/conceptual models have been identified and presented, including 
but not limited to the southwest, northwest, and zonal flow regimes across the Rocky Mountains 
(Guastini and Bosart 2016). The consensus throughout the literature is that the most predominant 
flow regime for derechos tends to be the northwest flow regime, no matter the location, 
recognized as early as Johns and Hirt (1987) and still a resounding conclusion in derecho studies 
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today. In some studies (Ashley et al. 2007, Johns 1993, Johns and Hirt 1987, etc.) northwest 
(NW) flow is considered a quintessential warm season derecho ingredient. Bentley and Logsdon 
(2016) mention that Indiana is climatologically favorable for NW flow severe weather outbreaks 
in their case study on the 29 June 2012 derecho event, consistent with findings from Johns’ 
(1982) climatology of NW flow outbreaks and consistent with initiation of the 29 June 2012 
derecho in extreme NW Indiana and propagation across much of northern and central IN. 
 
Figure 8: Illustration of the current accepted climatology of derechos by Dennis Cain 
(http://www.spc.noaa.gov/misc/AbtDerechos/derechofacts.htm#climatology) adapted from Coniglio and 
Stensrud (2004).  
In identifying these optimal derecho flow regimes, corridors in which derechos are 
climatologically most favorable have also been identified. Typical derecho producing MCS 
regions were first identified by Johns and Hirt (1987) for each warm season, i.e. May through 
August, between 1980 and 1983 (Figure 6a). Bentley and Mote (1998) performed a similar study 
using data from warm seasons between 1986 and 1995 (Figure 6b), coming up with significantly 
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different results. Coniglio and Stensrud (2004) completed a climatology of derechos using data 
from 1986 through 2001 and came up with results resembling a combination of the earlier Johns 
and Hirt (1987) and Bentley and Mote (1998) climatologies (Figures 7a-c). A more recent 
climatology of only the previously coined “progressive” derechos was completed by Guastini 
and Bosart (2016) and is in much greater alignment with the original Johns and Hirt (1987) 
climatology. The period between 1980 and 1983 had numerous “noteworthy” derecho events 
(http://www.spc.noaa.gov/misc/AbtDerechos/derechofacts.htm#historic and 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_derecho_events), which could explain the tendency of the 
Johns and Hirt (1987) climatology towards the 2016 Guastini and Bosart climatology of strictly 
[progressive] derechos. 
 
Figure 9: Originally Figure 4 from Guastini and Bosart (2016) showing the spatial distribution of war 
season progressive derechos from 1996-2013. 
Within the literature there is a general consensus about many aspects of progressive 
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derecho producing storms that remain the same across the various conceptual models. The 
involvement of abundant, low level (LL) moisture and significantly drier mid-levels (ML) is 
uniform across all derechos. So much so, in fact, that it is noted in Coniglio et al. (2004) that 
low-CAPE (convective available potential energy) derechos can occur where “dramatic” vertical 
relative humidity (RH) gradients exist, i.e. relatively high RH values at low levels compared to 
aloft. This is consistent with what we know about the development of intense downdrafts in 
general (Duke and Rogash 1992). Also common among all derechos is the development of a 
strong cold pool and intense rear inflow jet. Common ingredients of some of the most intense 
derechos leading to these features include: 
- An east (E) to west (W) oriented quasi-stationary surface thermal boundary along which 
the organized bow echo MCS eventually travels  
- Present in 86% of warm season derechos (Johns and Hirt 1987, further verified by 
Metz and Bosart 2010, Ashley et al. 2007, Coniglio et al. 2004, and others),  
- Very high CAPE values 
- 50% of derechos with >2500 J/kg CAPE (Coniglio et al. 2004) 
- Average CAPE for warm season derechos ~4500 J/kg (Johns 1993),  
- WAA at/near the site of convective initiation (Bentley and Logsdon 2016, Coniglio et al. 
2003, Johns and Hirt 1987),  
- A strong, often anomalously so, ridge of high pressure (Ashley et al. 2007) and 
associated hot temperatures, and 
- An upper level jet streak (divergent) for convective initiation 
- Maximum divergence aloft (often right entrance region of jet streak) is collocated 
with the initiation location in most cases (Coniglio et al. 2004) 
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- Can also aid in LL WAA at the site of initiation due to LL jet circulations 
that develop 
- Often present but not necessary for intense derecho development (Ashley et al. 
2007, Metz and Bosart 2010) 
 
Figure 10: Originally Table 1 from Bentley and Logsdon (2016) showing comparisons between typical 
derecho environment variables and 29 June environment variables. MUCAPE = most unstable CAPE 
(between 0 - 3km), MLCAPE = mixed layer CAPE, DCAPE = downdraft CAPE, θ = potential temperature, 
θE = equivalent potential temperature. 
Perhaps the most variable environmental parameter across derecho environments is the 
vertical wind shear. Much of the literature tends to lean towards the idea that moderate-to-strong 
shear is necessary for the maintenance of these storms (Weisman 1993, Metz and Bosart 2010). 
Dunn and Best (2011) found that the 2 May 2007 derecho across northern Texas exhibited 
exceptionally low wind shear values (9 m/s between 0-2.5 km at KSEP, Stephenville, TX; 17 
m/s, 0-5 km), far lower than those previously thought necessary for mesovortex and rear inflow 
jet development (Weisman 1993) and low compared to observed derechos in general (Figure 10). 
The 29 June 2012 “super” derecho had low to moderate vertical wind shear values (17.5 m/s 
between 0-3 km, but only ~10 m/s between 0-2.5 km, Bentley and Logsdon 2016) compared to 
many derechos (Figure 10). Coniglio et al. (2004) found that only 20% of progressive derechos 
have 0-5 km wind shear less than 15 m/s. They also note that stronger shear is generally found in 
the 5-10 km layer, which results from the presence of an upper level jet streak divergence region. 
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This is consistent with findings from Evans and Doswell (2001), who found that many observed 
derechos had much lower vertical wind shear values than previously thought necessary 
(Weisman 1993) to maintain such an organized bowing MCS. Additionally, previous studies 
(Bosart and Guastini 2015, Bentley et al. 2000) have noted a tendency for unidirectional shear 
profiles above the planetary boundary layer (PBL) in derecho events and cold pool driven events 
in general (Corfidi 2003). Some (Bentley and Logsdon 2016, Evans and Doswell 2010, Metz and 
Bosart 2010, Coniglio and Corfidi n.d.) have recognized and noted the lack of utility in using 
wind shear as a predictor for derechos, with Bentley and Logsdon (2016) suggesting that 
instability likely played a much larger role than shear did in the development and maintenance of 
intense derechos like the one on 29 June 2012. 
 
Figure 11: Diagrams from https://kcstormfront.wordpress.com showing a) a longitudinal cross section of 
the elevated mixed layer and b) how the EML acts as a capping layer when advected over the Great 
Plains and Midwest. 
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The central ambiguity about forecasting derechos may result from the lack of 
understanding of the roles of the EML and EML front (heretofore EMLF) in creating the 
necessary buoyancy for widespread deep convection to develop. EML features are clearly 
present in the most intense, warm-season derechos. This is even acknowledged on the SPC 
“About Derechos” page in their section on “Derechos and Heat Waves” 
(http://www.spc.noaa.gov/misc/AbtDerechos/derechofacts.htm). The EMLF is generally referred 
to as the zonally (east to west) oriented quasi-stationary front in many other studies, although it 
is rarely, if ever, regarded as being the leading edge of the EML and typically just considered to 
be a standard synoptic scale front. The presence of an EML is a typical byproduct of the larger 
scale dynamics which precede intense heat waves and deep mid-level dry air, which are also 
mentioned by a number of studies (Ashley et al. 2007, Coniglio et al. 2004, Corfidi 2003, Duke 
and Rogash 1992, etc.). Bentley and Logsdon (2016) explicitly reference the presence of a 
strong, “untouched” (i.e., unmodified by moist convection) EML involved in the development of 
the 29 June 2012 super derecho, and in fact this EML can be traced back more than a week in 
time to the desert southwest (further discussion in Section 4). Cordeira et al. (2016) also recently 
investigated the role of upstream Rossby wave train amplification and subsequent EML 
development prior to severe MCS events. The SPC “About Derechos” page mentions the role of 
EMLs in heat waves that result in derechos, but does little to expand upon the importance of this 
idea. In addition to tremendous instability, there is also strong capping associated with many 
derechos as the EML moves northeast over atypical territory and cooler air (Figure 11). A 
capping inversion is necessary for keeping excess convection from forming downstream of a 
derecho and “contaminating” the environment. However, if capping is too strong, convection can 
be suppressed entirely. Capping inversions contribute to both forecaster (Figures 20, 21) and 
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operational model uncertainty around convective initiation. 
Another factor that makes derecho forecasting particularly challenging is the fact that 
immense gravitational potential and/or conditional instability (PI or CI, indicated by high CAPE 
values) are not always abundantly present, yet intense derechos can still form (for example, the 8 
May 2009 super derecho, Coniglio et al. 2010 and Weisman et al. 2013). However, Johns (1993) 
found the average CAPE for derechos to be around 4500 J/kg, consistent with the 6000+ J/kg 
observed during the 29 June super derecho. Immense CI/PI, or high CAPE, is often considered a 
common ingredient in intense derechos but is not required. Coniglio et al. (2011) found that the 
breakdown of inertial stability made up for the lack of static stability in the 8 May 2009 super 
derecho. Low inertial stability is not really mentioned anywhere else as a mechanism of 
instability in the derecho literature, but the presence of an anticyclonic circulation (high pressure) 
and divergent jet streak aloft in an abundance of derecho cases does indicate the presence of 
inertial instability. This is because the anticyclonic flow results in negative values of dvg/dx and 
therefore negative values (inertially unstable) to the parameter (refer to Table 1) for evaluating 
inertial stability from the equation: 
𝐷^2 𝛿𝑥/𝐷𝑡^2 +  𝑓(𝜕𝑣_𝐺/𝜕𝑥 +  𝑓)𝛿𝑥 =  0 (Equation 1) 
whose solutions end up being: 
𝑓(𝜕𝑣𝐺/𝜕𝑥 +  𝑓)  =  𝑓 𝜕𝑀/𝜕𝑥 (Equation 2) 
Equation 1 is derived from approximations of the equations of horizontal motion assuming an air 




Table 1: Solutions to the expressions presented in Equation 2 used to evaluate for inertially stable, 
neutral, and unstable environments. 
 STABLE NEUTRAL UNSTABLE 
𝑓 𝜕M/𝜕𝑥 > 0 = 0 < 0 
𝜕𝑣𝐺/𝜕𝑥 + 𝑓 > 0 < 0 (𝜕𝑣𝐺/𝜕𝑥 ≅ 0)  < 0 
 
A handful of studies (Weisman et al. 2013, Metz and Bosart 2010) indirectly mention 
CISK-like (conditional instability of the second kind) processes as aiding in the 
development/maintenance of these storms, which is consistent with previous literature linking 
squall lines and MCS to CISK/wave-CISK processes (Cram et al. 1992, Xu and Clark 1984, 
Raymond 1984). Emanuel (1982) additionally linked symmetric wave-CISK and inertial 
instability to MCS, though the theories presented are only applicable to higher shear 
environments and “two-dimensional” MCS such as squall lines. The current working theory for 
derecho maintenance and propagation is that the storm is largely cold pool/gust front driven 
(Figure 12).  
 
Figure 12: 3-dimensional schematic diagram of a cold pool driven MCS, squall line, or derecho producing 
convective system from the SPC “About Derechos” page, modified from Wakimoto et al. 2006b. 
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Simply put, as the gust front pushes forward or radiates outwards, air is forced to rise at 
the gust front convergence zone (black cold front symbol at leading edge of cold pool, Figure 
12), constantly resulting in the formation of new convection at the leading edge of the cold pool. 
This cold pool/gust front is explained as being a part of a larger internal gravity wave feature in 
some studies, observed in bow echoes by Adams-Selin and Johnson (2010, 2013) and squall 
lines/MCSs by a number of others (Cram et al. 1992, etc.). Some derecho studies have 
mentioned that the derecho’s outflow acts as a gravity/density current (Corfidi 2003) or bore 
(Evans et al. 2013), and Fiorini and Correia (2002) studied an event with a larger gravity wave 
travelling in phase with a derecho producing MCS which acted to enhance convection. Even 
studies as early as Bernardet and Cotton (1998) questioned the presence of a gravity wave 
feature with derechos, but did not find any signals of such phenomena in their case study. The 
theory that derecho or bow echo propagation is at least partly due to an internal gravity wave or 
bore could explain the presence of [a] mesolow(s) and mesohigh, as well as the cold pool, but 
little work has been done with regards to this possibility as observation has shown that not all 
derecho events are actually associated with gravity waves. Careful analysis of the 29 June 2012 
derecho (by the author, in preparation for this manuscript) reveals that a large gravity wave 
feature was not present in this particular storm. 
The present study will utilize both observations and mesoscale numerical simulations to 
diagnose the multi-scale linkage among the polar jet, EML front, scale-contracted ridge, 
midlevel mesoscale jetlet, and cold pool thus adding to the understanding of derecho 
development and maintenance in hopes of ultimately improving operational derecho forecasting. 
Although only one case study, insights from this analysis are synthesized into a first pass new 
dynamics-based forecasting paradigm for bow echoes and derechos which improves the linkages 
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among the numerous ingredients-based synoptic regimes presented throughout the literature. 
Derechos are relatively infrequent phenomena, however they are certainly not insignificant, 
especially given the more highly populated regions of the U.S. in which derechos are 
climatologically most favorable (Figures 8, 9). The ability to accurately forecast derechos even 
just a day or two ahead of time would be a major step forward for the weather forecasting and 
research community, a significant contribution to state-of-the-art forecasting techniques, and also 
highly beneficial to society.  
My multifaceted and original hypothesis is that a certain phasing or juxtaposition 
between the leading edge of a deep high pressure ridge, midlevel jetlet, and polar jet entrance 
region, resulting in significant imbalance, is the key to intense derecho development. 
Specifically, focused convergence along this leading edge, or elevated mixed layer front, and 
eventual warm thickness perturbations generate accelerations due to imbalance as mass is added 
to the column. This imbalance and accelerations also result in strong ascent and velocity 
divergence aloft along the poleward/cold edge of the EMLF. At the EMLF there is tremendous 
CAPE on the equatorward side of the boundary due to low level/surface moisture pooling and, 
conversely, tremendous downdraft CAPE (DCAPE) along the poleward side of the boundary. 
Once convection is triggered within this environment, strong, cold downdrafts continue to 
regenerate due to the high DCAPE present, which ultimately reinforces the convective cold pool. 
Additionally, cold outflow aloft also works to reinforce the broad scale anticyclonic 
environment, corridor of lowered inertial stability, and developing cold pool (Figure 13). This 
occurs between the quasi-stationary EMLF and the strong divergence aloft with the jet entrance, 
and the cold pool developing along this corridor maintains significant severe wind gusts as a 
result of the tight low level pressure gradients between the cold pool, EMLF, and surrounding 
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environment in general. These nonlinear interactions between the two fronts continue to occur 
downstream until CAPE, DCAPE, and/or moisture are depleted thus bringing an end to moist 
convection altogether, and subsequently, the derecho. It is the mass adjustment (to which winds 
eventually respond) to imbalance in the contracting ridge between the two fronts and above the 
surface cold pool that creates the divergence aloft, lift, and realizes the CAPE and DCAPE that 
sustains the longevity of the derecho.  
The next section (Section 2) will provide a general overview of the 29 June 2012 super 
derecho and the days leading up to the event. Section 3 will describe the methods and data 
products used for both the observational and numerical simulation analyses. The observational 
analysis, beginning two weeks prior to the event in order to diagnose the development and 
evolution of the EML and EMLF, can be found in Section 4. Understanding of how these 
dynamic processes set up and evolve prior to the actual derecho will provide insight into how we 
may be able to forecast these events much further ahead of time than is currently possible. This is 
followed by the analysis of high resolution numerical forecast model output in Section 5. Section 
6 provides a discussion of results and summary of conclusions as well as future avenues of 




Figure 13: 2133Z GOES visible satellite imagery showing anticyclonic outflow (highlighted with yellow 
polygon) aloft on the northern edge of the derecho producing MCS. 
 
2.0 EVENT OVERVIEW 
 On the morning of 29 June 2012, a decaying MCV (mesoscale convective vortex) and its 
cold pool over the Dakotas led to the development of a cluster of convection over South Dakota 
around 8 AM CDT (1300 UTC, Figure 14a). These storms, though expected by SPC forecasters 
to intensify, ended up dissipating quickly, while a new cluster of elevated convection developed 
further east along the EML front near the IA/IL border by about 1400 UTC (Figure 14b), 
becoming north-south oriented by about 1700 UTC as the complex passed south of Lake 
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Michigan and associated cold air (Figure 16a). As the developing MCS entered northwestern IN 
the outflow boundary triggered new convection across west central IN, which then merged with 
the initial MCS between 1800 and 1900 UTC (Figure 16b,c). According to many of the case 
studies and even news articles written on this event, the merging of these cells with the main line 
was a significant point in the development of the storm as, post-merger, the MCS rapidly 
strengthened into an intense bow echo.  
 
Figure 14: Four panel NEXRAD Doppler radar imagery from a) 1254Z, b) 1354Z, c) 1453Z, and d) 1556Z 




Figure 15: SPC severe thunderstorm watch box #435, Doppler radar imagery, and discussion valid from 
1550Z until 2300Z on 29 June 2012. 
 




Figure 17: 1821Z 29 June 2012 POES infrared satellite imagery (°C) from the University of Wisconsin-
Madison CIMMS satellite blog. 
Klimowski et al. (2003) found that storm mergers precede bow echoes anywhere from 40%-50% 
of the time. It was right around/just after the time of the merger when the derecho’s maximum 
recorded wind speed occurred in Fort Wayne, IN, with a peak gust of 91 mph (40.68 m/s) at 
1854 UTC (Figure 17), though to actually consider this a storm “merger” is likely inaccurate 
given that the most SW cluster of storms still appears to have developed along the gust front of 
the more NE cluster. From this point onward, the derecho continued to grow upscale as it 
propagated towards the east coast. The storm remained relatively unimpeded by the 
Appalachians, and actually re-strengthened east of the range after crossing. By 0500 UTC 30 
June, only 12 hours after initial MCS development, the system exited the CONUS off of the 




Figure 18: Same as Figure 11 but for severe thunderstorm watch box #436 valid from 1905Z 29 June 
2012 through 0200Z 30 June 2012. 
 
In 12 hours, this system travelled over 600 miles, resulted in around 1000 storm reports, left 
millions without power, and resulted in billions of dollars in damages. A more detailed 




Figure 19: 1855Z 29 June 2012 a) Doppler radar imagery and b) storm relative velocity data from GR 
Analyst via NWS KIWX. 
 
2.1 Forecasting the Event 
 This event was a rather prolific one, and while it was by no means the longest lived or 
most intense derecho on record, it is perhaps the most notable and destructive derecho event of 
the 21st century. Despite this, the event was quite under forecast days and hours ahead of time, 
and even throughout much of the duration of the storm. The potential for any severe weather was 
not recognized nationally until three days out, and even then only a “SEE TEXT” (the same risk 
level as indicated by the Storm Prediction Center’s current “MARGINAL” risk category 
introduced to their convective outlooks 22 October 2014) was issued (Figure 5a) via the Storm 





Figure 20: NOAA NWS SPC Day 3 convective outlook issued 0727Z Wednesday 27 June 2012, valid 12Z 
29 June through 12Z 30 June 2012. 
While the location of possible severe weather was nearly dead-on (5% severe weather risk area is 
drawn from South Dakota all the way to the Delaware/Maryland/New Jersey coast, Figure 5b), 
the threat assessment was not so, with the potential for supercells discussed but no mention of a 
strong, organized MCS of any sort. There were some local NWS Weather Forecasting Offices 
(WFO) who had a better grasp on the severe weather potential, but due to WFO reliance on SPC 
forecasts (NOAA 2013), the derecho threat was ultimately ignored until it was too late. The day 
2 0600 UTC outlook issued by the SPC for this event is shown in Figure 5c. The “SEE TEXT” 
outlook from the day before was not upgraded, and in fact the area for potential severe weather 
was actually decreased to exclude areas east of the Appalachians. Only isolated severe weather 
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was expected across the region just a day and a half ahead of the event. The 1730 UTC day 2 
update shows little change, aside from extending the thunderstorm risk area slightly further to the 
west in SD and including a 5% severe weather risk area for the state of Maine.  
 
Figure 21: NOAA NWS SPC Day 2 convective outlook issued 1714Z Thursday 28 June 2012, valid 12Z 
29 June through 12Z 30 June 2012. 
It is at this point where the notion of a long-lived MCS first arises in the SPC forecasts, with 
mention of the NAM showing potential for a nocturnal MCS over the region, with initiation not 




Figure 22: Six panel figure adapted from Aligo et al. n.d. (http://slideplayer.com/slide/2812482/) showing 
observed Doppler radar imagery in column one (a1, b1, c1), 00Z 29 June 2012 4-km NAM 18, 21, and 24 
hour forecasts (a2, b2, c2), and 12Z 29 June 2012 4-km NAM 6, 9, and 12 hour forecasts (a3, b3, c3). 
 The 0000 UTC 29 June NAM run showed the potential for a much weaker, disorganized 
MCS earlier in the day than the actual derecho occurred (NOAA 2013), but showed the MCS 
dissipating in Ohio before reaching the Appalachians. This is the closest the 12-km NAM came 
to simulating the super derecho. The 4-km NAM eventually did simulate a coherent MCS that 
made it across the Appalachians (not shown), though not until later in the day. Earlier runs of the 
operational 4-km NAM (Figure 22) developed an MCS, however it was too weak, disorganized, 
and late in the day. Around 15 hours prior to the event, the HRRR began simulating a coherent 




Figure 23: a) Radar observed and b) 3-km HRRR 10-hour forecast (NOAA 2013) derecho valid 21Z 29 
June 2012. 
The 0600 UTC day 1 outlook issued by the SPC upgraded the region from northwest IA 
down across west central OH to a “SLIGHT” risk for severe weather given expected extreme 
instability and moderate deep layer shear. The 1300 UTC SPC outlook also mentioned the SPC 
SSEO’s tendency towards convection growing upscale into an MCS during the forecast period, 
but despite this the severe weather threat level remained relatively low. Disagreement across 
model forecasts and uncertainties in convective initiation across the pronounced corridor of 
instability kept the severe risk at 15% across the affected region until well after the derecho had 
already started. The 1630 UTC day 1 outlook from the SPC, just a half hour prior to the rapid 
development of the super derecho, held the severe weather potential at 15% (“SLIGHT”) despite 
that SSEO (the SPC ensemble of CAMs, the Storm-Scale Ensemble of Opportunity) guidance 
was indicating that elevated convection over northern IA/IL would become a group of “robust” 
storms along the axis of greatest instability (Figure 24), consistent with predictions from the 




Figure 24: NOAA NWS SPC Day 1 convective outlook issued 1614Z Friday 29 June 2012, valid 12Z 29 
June through 12Z 30 June 2012. 
 Despite that both the HRRR and SPC SSEO members were both forecasting a long-lived 
MCS (to the Atlantic coast in the case of the HRRR), forecasters were reluctant to follow the 
guidance provided by these simulations given the inconsistencies between the high resolution 
CAMs and the coarser, operational GFS and NAM (NOAA 2013). Even five hours into the event 
(0100 UTC 30 June), after development of an intense derecho, there was still forecaster 
uncertainty around whether or not the ongoing convection would remain severe all the way to the 
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coast or not after weakening slightly over the Appalachians, especially considering the high 
convective inhibition (CIN) present between the Appalachian range and the east coast (Figure 
25).  
 
Figure 25: NOAA NWS SPC Day 1 convective outlook issued 0100Z Friday 30 June 2012, valid 12Z 29 
June through 12Z 30 June 2012. 
Based on completed derecho climatologies (Figures 7, 8, 9), it is rather uncommon for these 
storm systems to survive crossing the Appalachian Mountains. The system ended up producing 
significant (greater than 65 kt) severe wind reports all the way to the Mid-Atlantic coast. 
2.2 Aftermath and Societal Impacts 
 After a lifespan of 12 hours (~17Z 29 June - 05Z 30 June), the derecho caused nearly $3 
billion in insured property damage, with total damage costs likely being much higher given the 




Figure 26: Storm reports (legend in top right) and derecho path (grey polygon) from the 29-30 June 2012 
super derecho. 
On the morning of 30 June 2012, over 4.2 million residential and commercial power customers 
across 11 states reported being without power. For some customers, it took more than nine days 
(Figure 27) for power to be restored in the midst of a brutal heat wave across much of the eastern 
U.S (U.S. Department of Energy 2012). The lack of power across the affected regions over the 
week following the derecho resulted in additional deaths in the states of Maryland, Virginia, 
West Virginia, and Ohio, as the intense heat wave, responsible for fueling the derecho, continued 
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2013). In fact, the heat wave actually made 
restoration of power more of a challenge than normal, as scheduled rolling blackouts became 
necessary to keep power grids from overloading and causing total blackouts in the unusually 
warm weather (NOAA 2013). Additional thunderstorm development across the Ohio River 





Figure 27: Graph of power restoration by state from the U.S. Department of Energy (2012). 
 While the 29-30 June 2012 super derecho was by no means the most intense derecho on 
record (many derechos have observed wind gusts of 110+ mph; the max recorded wind gust with 
the super derecho was 91 mph in Fort Wayne, IN), it was still one for the record books. What 
made this super derecho so “super” was the vast expanse of land traversed and the impressive 
number of severe and Category 1 hurricane force (74-95 mph on the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane 
Wind Scale) wind reports. The storm was relentless, growing in size and maintaining intensity 
from conception until exiting the CONUS off of the Delmarva Peninsula. According to a blog 
post from the Capital Weather Gang in Washington D.C. (Samenow 2012), the 29 June event is 
“...likely to go down as not only one of the worst on record in Washington, D.C. but also along 
its entire path stretching back to northern Indiana.” The occurrence of this derecho with a record 
breaking heat wave made the event even more devastating than it should have been, perhaps 
adding to the perception of this storm as being one of the worst ever. Given the frequency of 
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derecho events occurring with anomalously strong heat events, the additional heat-related 
impacts are not insignificant and not exclusive to only the 29 June storm. 
 
3.0 METHODS 
 Two different approaches were taken to analyze the 29-30 June super derecho. First, an 
observational analysis of the event was conducted using available surface and upper air 
observations, mesoscale analyses, remotely sensed satellite and radar data, etc. The results of this 
analysis are presented in section 4. The second approach was to simulate the 29 June event and 
precursor environment using a high resolution (down to meso-gamma scale, Orlanski 1975) 
numerical model with 18km, 6km, and 2km domains. Observational data was used to verify the 
accuracy of this numerical model and then a model analysis of the event was completed. The 
results of the model verification and analysis are presented in section 5. Given the high accuracy 
with which the model was able to simulate the event, both the observational and model analyses 
proved useful in diagnosing the key dynamical mechanisms responsible for the 29 June derecho. 
3.1 Observational Data 
 Being a contemporary event, there is an abundance of observational data available from 
29-30 June 2012. Products from a number of different sources were incorporated into the 
observational analysis. Upper air data, vertical soundings and reanalyses were retrieved from the 
SPC Severe Weather Events Archive (http://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/archive/events/), and the 
University of Wyoming (http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/). Surface data was also gathered 
from the SPC Severe Weather Events Archive (SWEA), as well as from previous published 
manuscripts and conference presentations on the 29-30 June super derecho (Bentley and 
Logsdon 2016, Guastini and Bosart 2016, Bosart and Guastini 2015, Grumm and Ross n.d., 
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Fierro et al. 2014, etc). Radar and satellite imagery of the event was derived from the SPC 
SWEA, the NOAA Environmental Visualization Laboratory, Unisys Weather, UCAR weather 
data archive (http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/imagearchive/), and the SPC’s case page for this event 
(http://www.spc.noaa.gov/misc/AbtDerechos/casepages/jun292012page.htm). High temperature 
records from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) daily weather records data tool 
(https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/datatools/records) were also utilized. Additional details 
and information on the event came from various news articles, meteorological blog posts, and 
official government reports and memorandums on the event. 
3.2 Model Setup 
 In order to diagnose the synoptic and mesoscale dynamics leading up to and during this 
event, the Weather Research and Forecasting Model Advanced Research core (WRF-ARW) 
version 3.7.1 was employed (Skamarock 2008). Two separate simulations were run; a one-way 
nested, three domain simulation, and one, slightly larger, one domain simulation. The full details 
of these simulations are summarized in Table 2.  
Table 2: Summary of WRF-ARW simulations presented. 
Key reference: Skamarock et al. 2008 
Model version: WRF-ARW 3.7.1 
Data: NCEP FNL 
 Domain 1 
(simulations 1 and 2) Domain 2 Domain 3 
Horizontal resolution 18 km (116 x 94) 6 km (265 x 175) 2 km (643 x 412) 
Vertical resolution 28 levels, top at 100 hPa 28 levels, top at 100 
hPa 
28 levels, top at 100 
hPa 
Surface layer option Eta Similarity Scheme Eta Similarity Scheme Eta Similarity Scheme 
PBL physics option 
Mellor-Yamada-Janjic 
Scheme 
(MYJ; Janjic 1994) 
Mellor-Yamada-Janjic 
Scheme 
(MYJ; Janjic 1994) 
Mellor-Yamada-Janjic 
Scheme 





(Grell and Freitas 2014) 
Grell-Freitas Ensemble 
Scheme 




Microphysics option Thompson Scheme 
(Thompson et al. 2008) 
Thompson Scheme 
(Thompson et al. 2008) 
Thompson Scheme 
















(Mlawer et al. 1997) 
RRTM Longwave 
Scheme 
(Mlawer et al. 1997) 
RRTM Longwave 
Scheme 
(Mlawer et al. 1997) 
Land surface option 
Unified Noah Land 
Surface Model 
(Tewari et al. 2004) 
Unified Noah Land 
Surface Model 
(Tewari et al. 2004) 
Unified Noah Land 
Surface Model 
(Tewari et al. 2004) 
 
The three domain simulation (simulation 1) is one-way nested, with the largest domain being 18 
km resolution, followed by 6 km and 2 km domains (Figure 28). The one domain simulation 
(simulation 2) capturing the larger scale environment was initialized 12Z 24 June 2012 and run 
with a resolution of 18km. Simulation 2 was run to capture more of the North American 
continent for synoptic analysis of the event, in particular the multi-day precursor conditions. 
 
Figure 28: Plot showing the WRF-ARW domains for simulation 1. The innermost red polygon labeled 
“d03” identifies the area covered by domain three, the 2km simulation. The larger white polygon labeled 
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“d02” shows the area covered by domain two, the 6km simulation, and the largest, outer map represents 
area covered by domain one, the 18km simulation.  
All simulations were initialized using the National Center for Environmental Prediction 
(NCEP) Final Global Analysis (FNL), a version of the analysis model used in generating the 
GFS initial conditions, but with additional observations incorporated. This data set is available at 
6 hour intervals daily from the NCAR/UCAR Computational & Information Systems Lab 
Research Data Archive (CISL RDA, https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds083.2/). The NCEP FNL is 
generated on a 1° by 1° grid with 26 pressure levels.  
All of the WRF-ARW simulations run for this study have 28 vertical levels and use the 
Thompson (2008) microphysics scheme and Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ, 1994) PBL scheme 
for consistency with Weisman, et. al. (2013), who used the same setup but with the slightly older 
Thompson (2006) scheme to simulate the 8 May 2009 derecho at 3 km resolution. For the 18 km 
and 6 km domains in both simulations, the Grell-Freitas (2014) cumulus scheme was also used. 
It should be noted that, initially, the Betts-Miller-Janjic cumulus scheme was attempted, however 
the simulation was unable to run through to completion no matter how frequently or infrequently 
the scheme was called. Convection was explicitly resolved in the 2 km domain. The 18 and 6 km 
simulations were run from 12Z 24 June to 12Z 29 June (120 hours). The 2 km simulation was 
run from 06Z 29 June (allowing 6 hours of spin up plus 5 additional hours prior to derecho 
initiation at 17Z) to 06Z 30 June. Again, a summary of model parameterization, times, 









4.0 OBSERVATIONAL ANALYSIS 
4.1 15-22 June: Synoptic Scale Overview 
 
Figure 30: 300 hPa SPC upper air analyses showing isotachs (blue lines and polygons), divergence 
(yellow lines), and wind barbs from a) 00Z 15 June, b) 12Z 15 June, c) 00Z 16 June, and d) 12Z 16 June 
2012 showing the upper level, positively tilted Rossby wave break. 
 Consistent with Cordeira et al. (2017), Rossby wave train amplification occurred over the 
northeastern Pacific/western U.S. almost exactly two weeks ahead of the super derecho, with 
subsequent Rossby wave breaking (RWB) or planetary wave breaking (PWB) occurring seven 
days prior to the development of an intense EML over the south-central/southwestern U.S. Going 
back two weeks prior to the derecho, a first RWB occurred between 12Z 15 June and 12Z 16 
June over the U.S. Pacific NW and extreme SW Canada, shedding a cut off low off the coast of 
southern California and the Baja Peninsula (Figures 30, 32). Temperatures aloft as the polar front 
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surges south (and then east after the RWB) are anomalously cold for mid-to-late June, with 500 
hPa temperatures of -11°C as far south as Flagstaff, AZ, and -20°C well into north-central MT 
(Figure 31) at 00Z 16 June. The cold, cutoff low shed by the RWB represents a huge flux of 
mass from the arctic into the tropics (further exemplified by highly negative, down to -2.008 on 
14 June, Arctic Oscillation Index [AOI] values which indicate that conditions are more favorable 
for arctic outbreaks), rapidly offsetting equilibrium and causing adjustments and accelerations to 
occur. 
 
Figure 31: 500 hPa temperatures (°C) over the U.S. west coast and Pacific ocean from 
http://mkwc.ifa.hawaii.edu/archive/index.cgi. Black lines are 500 hPa heights, contoured every 50 meters. 
500 hPa winds are represented by gray wind barbs. The color filled contours every one degree indicate 
500 hPa temperatures. 
As the upper level low retrogressed further west away from the CA/Baja coasts back out 
over the Pacific (Figure 32c-d), high pressure over the south-central CONUS began to spread 
westward across the U.S. desert southwest. Anticyclonic flow around the SW U.S. high pressure 
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system began relentlessly pumping hot, dry air from the tropics into the region. Figures 33 and 
36 show very dry air being advected across San Diego, CA, aloft from 00Z 18 June through 00Z 
21 June, moving northeast over Las Vegas, NV, by 00Z 21 June (Figure 37). Because of the 
tightened pressure gradient resulting from the anomalous arctic air (now a tropical low) and 
relative insignificance of the Coriolis force, centrifugal force increases to compensate for the 
increased PGF as a result of the very small radius of curvature (centrifugal force = V2/R, where R 
is the radius of curvature). The tight radius of curvature and intense gradient between the tropical 
low and desert high can clearly be seen in Figure 35. Larger centrifugal force allows for higher 
wind speeds to occur and therefore a stronger anticyclonic (cyclonic) circulation with the high 
(low) pressure center, further reinforcing very strong subsidence within the anticyclonic 
circulation as a result. 
 
Figure 32: 500 hPa heights and absolute vorticity from the University of Wyoming 
(http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/uamap.shtml) valid a) 12Z 14 June, b) 12Z 15 June, c) 12Z 16 June, 
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and d) 12Z 17 June 2012. 
Between 18 and 22 June, the cutoff low from the 15-16 June RWB migrated poleward, 
eventually merging with yet another low pressure system dropping southeast from the Gulf of 
Alaska (Figure 34), resulting in one single low pressure system over the northeastern Pacific off 
of the U.S. and Canadian west coasts. The intense low off of the west coast forced upper level 
high pressure over the desert SW and S Great Plains to expand poleward and intensify in 
response to the strengthening low and associated deep layer of warm air advection ahead of the 
baroclinic low off the coast. With high pressure remaining nearly stagnant over the western and 
central U.S., additional mixing due to daily mountain-plains solenoids generated over the various 
mountain slopes was able to occur continuously over the complex terrain of the U.S. elevated 
plateau. A typical well-mixed layer was percolating over the Great Basin, desert SW, and 
Mexican Plateau well ahead of the 15-16 June RWB (not shown), but the 15-16 June RWB 
ultimately resulted in the intensification of the EML to an anomalous point. 
 
Figure 33: Observed upper air soundings from San Diego, CA (KNKX), at a) 00Z 18 June and b) 00Z 19 
June 2012. 
22-23 June 2012 marked the beginning of the June-July 2012 heat wave (cite) which 
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resulted in fires across the central U.S., record breaking high temperatures across much of the 
central and eastern parts of the country (see Table 3), the 29 June super derecho and additional 
strong convective outbreaks including a derecho series, and numerous fatalities both as a direct 
and indirect result of the heat.  
 
Figure 34: 1000-500 hPa layer thickness and sea level pressure from the University of Wyoming 
(http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/uamap.shtml) valid a) 00Z 17 June, b) 00Z 19 June, c) 00Z 21 June, 




Figure 35: 250 hPa winds (kts) over the U.S. west coast and Pacific ocean from 
http://mkwc.ifa.hawaii.edu/archive/index.cgi. White isolines represent heights (meters), color filled 








Figure 37: Observed upper air sounding from Las Vegas, NV (KVEF), at 00Z 21 June 2012. 
4.2 23-26 June: Record Breaking Heatwave 
 
Figure 38: 500 hPa heights and absolute vorticity values valid at a) 12Z 25 June, b) 00Z 26 June, c) 12Z 
26 June, and d) 00Z 27 June 2012. 
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From 23-26 June, the high pressure center and, consequently, the EML over the central 
CONUS continued to intensify and grow. Using NWS radiosonde upper air soundings and SPC 
experimental RAP (WRF Rapid Refresh) analysis (www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/mesoanalysis/) 700-
500 hPa (ML) lapse rates, the deformation and advection of the EML downstream can be tracked 
from the southern and central Great Plains region to the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic regions. 
Consistent with Banacos and Ekster (2010), an EML is considered present in an atmospheric 
sounding if: 
1. There is an elevated (above the surface) layer of at least 200 hPa in depth with 
environmental lapse rates greater than or equal to 8.0°C/km, and 
2. If there are increasing RH values with height through the depth of the steep lapse 
rate layer. 
A map of upper air stations utilized in this analysis is provided in Figure 39, though not 
all soundings and locations are presented. Upper air stations were selected based where the EML 
appeared to be present on observed 1000-500 hPa thickness charts and the RAP ML lapse rates. 
The 00Z (1800 MDT) 24 June sounding from Denver, CO (KDNR), is an incredible example of 
this mixed layer over the elevated terrain in the central and western U.S., with a surface (832 
hPa) temperature of 39.2°C/102.6°F and dry adiabatic layer extending from the surface all the 
way up to roughly 400 hPa (Figure 40). Using soundings and ML lapse rates, the EML can be 
tracked as it is propagated northward and eventually eastward from its source region in the 
southwestern U.S./Great Basin/Mexican Plateau. EML percolation and movement through 29 




Figure 39: Map of upper air stations across the central and eastern continental U.S. Blue dots indicate 
regular NWS upper air stations, red triangles indicate GCOS upper air stations, and large black stars 
indicate upper air stations utilized in this analysis. 
By 25-26 June, the core of hottest surface temperatures is slightly further eastward as a 
result of the incoming low pressure system off of the NW Pacific coast. This can be seen in the 
22Z 25 June surface temperature analysis in Figure 41, with the core of hottest temperatures 
sitting over the western half of Kansas, and in both the surface temperature (40.6°C/105.1°F) and 
~400 hPa deep mixed layer present in the 00Z 26 June upper air sounding from KDDC in Figure 
40b. The surface analysis (Figure 41) also displays a significant temperature gradient already set 
up across the eventually-affected region from northern IN down across OH and WV. Though a 
few initial surges of hot EML appear to occur prior to movement of the main EML node 
eastwards (evident in 00Z 26 June KDDC sounding, Figure 40b), the relative weakness of the 
EMLF ahead of the main EML surge on 27 June onward prevents derecho-producing convection 
from occurring in the days prior to the 29 June event, despite conditions mostly appearing 
“favorable” to NWS and SPC forecasters each day in the few days leading up to the event by 
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current derecho forecasting methods (NOAA 2013, Coniglio 2017). 
 
Figure 40: Observed upper air soundings from a) Denver, CO (KDNR), 00Z 24 June, and b) Dodge City, 
KS (KDDC), 00Z 26 June 2012. 
HYSPLIT trajectories, run from the 12km NAM with hybrid sigma-pressure levels 
(NAMS) nicely show the source region(s) of the hot air within the anomalous EML. Figure 42a 
shows a 5-day backwards trajectory from KDNR beginning 00Z 24 June (same time as the 
KDNR sounding in Figure 40a). Parcels were released from 500, 2000, and 4000 meters above 
the ground (AGL). At the lower two levels, air parcels originated from hot/dry air at the surface 
over the extreme U.S. Desert SW and the Mexican Plateau/Pacific. Aloft, air parcels originated 
from the northern Pacific off of the coast of British Columbia and also became entrained into the 




Figure 41: Surface analysis of temperatures (°F) and high/low pressure centers for 22Z 25 June 2012 
from the Plymouth State Weather Center (http://vortex.plymouth.edu/myo/sfc/).  
 
Figure 42: 5-day NOAA HYSPLIT backward trajectories with parcels released from 500 (red lines), 2000 
(blue lines), and 4000 (green lines) meters AGL ending a) 00Z 24 June at the Denver, CO, and b) 00Z 26 
June at Dodge City, KS. 
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A second RWB (with the first occurring 15-16 June) took place between 12Z 25 June and 
12Z 26 June 2012. This RWB occurs as the planetary scale wave train amplifies, becomes 
positively tilted, and then breaks (anticyclonically) over the U.S. Pacific NW. When this occurs, 
mass is transported equatorward over the western U.S. accompanying unseasonably cold arctic 
air and there is an overturning of potential vorticity at the breaking site as diagnosed from upper 
air analyses. A signal of this occurring can be seen in Figure 45c-d as positive absolute vorticity 
is converted to negative or lowered absolute vorticity over southern Canadian British Columbia 
and the U.S. Pacific NW. The dispersion of energy with this final RWB and movement of a 
strong polar jet streak and low pressure system ENE over southern Canada is the trigger for 
advecting the EML downstream. As the ridge of high pressure ahead of the Pacific low moves 
eastward, it phases with the eastward-most node of the EML, which was clearly present in the 




Figure 43: Observed upper air sounding from Dodge City, KS (KDDC) at 00Z 27 June 2012. 
The backwards trajectories from KDDC beginning 00Z 26 June (Figure 42b) nicely show 
the highly anticyclonic nature of the environment at all levels. However, at 00Z 26 June the heart 
of the EML was not located over KDDC yet, despite the incredibly hot and dry sounding. The 
00Z 27 June KDDC sounding is shown in Figure 43. Comparing Figure 43 to Figure 42b, it is 
clear that the actual core of the EML did not move out away from the elevated plateau until 







4.3 27-29 June 
4.3.1 The Heatwave Continues, Spreads East 
 
Figure 44: Same as Figure 30 but for a) 00Z 26 June, b) 00Z 27 June, c) 00Z 28 June, and d) 12Z 29 
June 2012. 
On 00Z 27 June, post-RWB, the GoA low pressure system began moving inland across 
southern Canada and the U.S. interior northwest. Movement of the associated polar jet streak 
around the ridge juxtaposes the divergent (aloft) right entrance region of the jet streak and the 
outer edges of the EML, inducing the lifting up and out of the mixed layer while deforming and 
advecting this core of hot air downstream.  The 00Z 27 June sounding for KDDC has a surface 
temperature of 41.8°C/107.2°F (Figure 43). At North Platte, NE (KLFB), the 00Z surface 
temperature was 38.6°C/101.5°F. By 12Z 27 June, low pressure was located over the Canadian 
provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan, aiding in the propagation of the dome of high pressure 
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poleward and eastward as the low continued to move east/northeast thereafter. The 00Z 28 June 
sounding from Topeka, Kansas (KTOP), shows a surface (977 hPa) temperature of 
38.4°C/101.1°F, up from 35.4°C/95.7°F on the 27th, indicating movement of the EML and hot 
air eastward. The KDDC 00Z sounding indicates a surface temperature of 41.6°C/106.9°F with a 
dry adiabatic lapse rate up to nearly 600 hPa. The 00Z 28th surface temperature at KDNR was 
21.8°C/71.2°F, down 13.2°C from the same time on the 27th as the hot well-mixed layer moved 
out to the east. The full evolution of the EML as it was advected and deformed eastward can be 
seen well on the 850 hPa NAM temperature analysis (Figure 46) and SPC RAP midlevel lapse 
rate analysis (Figure 47). A more detailed explanation of the dynamics involved in this process is 
provided in section 5, but given the coarse observational data available, a suitable analysis of the 
processes occurring with movement of the EML eastward could not be completed without also 
using high resolution model data. 
 
Figure 45: 500 hPa NCEP NAM analysis showing 500 hPa heights (black isolines) and absolute vorticity 
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(color filled contours, x10-5s-1) valid a) 12Z 25 June, b) 00Z 26 June, c) 12Z 26 June, and d) 00Z 27 
June 2012. 
 
Figure 46: 850 hPa temperature analyses from Unisys Weather valid a) 00Z 26 June, b) 00Z 27 June, c) 
00Z 28 June, and d) 00Z 29 June 2012. Small black lines indicate the “leading edge” of the EML or high 
pressure ridge, i.e. the EMLF. 
 
 HYSPLIT trajectories following the movement of EML downstream were calculated to 
further show the flow patterns and air parcel source locations of the EML, as well as to prove 




Figure 47: SPC experimental RAP 700-500 hPa (midlevel) lapse rate analyses from a) 00Z 26 June, b) 
00Z 27 June, c) 00Z 28 June, and d) 00Z 29 June 2012. 
 The starting locations of each trajectory in Figures 48 and 49 were determined using the 
SPC RAP midlevel lapse rates to identify the center of the EML from 26-29 June. The lowest 
trajectories (red trajectories in Figures 48 and 49 released from 500 meters AGL) for the 26, 27, 
and 28 of June all originated from poleward locations, as expected given the colder air present 
below the EML. The higher trajectories from within the EML show highly anticyclonic flow and 
source regions over the Mexican Plateau, Desert SW, Great Basin, and off of the SW Pacific CA 
coast. The HYSPLIT trajectory from 00Z 29 June 2012 (Figure 49b) further shows the strongly 




Figure 48: 5-day NOAA HYSPLIT backward trajectories with parcels released from 500 (red lines), 2000 
(blue lines), and 4000 (green lines) meters AGL ending a) 00Z 26 June at Omaha, NE, and b) 00Z 27 
June at the central IA/MO border. 
 
Figure 49: 5-day NOAA HYSPLIT backward trajectories with parcels released from 500 (red lines), 2000 
(blue lines), and 4000 (green lines) meters AGL ending a) 00Z 28 June at the WI/IA/IL border and b) 00Z 
29 June at Fort Wayne, IN. 
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 During the week leading up to the super derecho (23-29 June), over 164 all-time high 
temperature records were broken. An additional 2174 daily and monthly temperature records 
were also tied or exceeded during this time for a total of 2338 record high temperatures. A day 
by day breakdown of temperature records from the June 2012 heat wave is displayed in Table 3. 
The record breaking temperatures began across the central and southern Plains and spread 
poleward and eastward over the course of the week (Figure 46). By 29 June, the ridge of high 
pressure across much of the south central and southeastern CONUS began to flatten as the low 
pressure system and jet streak moved over southern Ontario/extreme N Great Lakes, yet 
hundreds of high temperature records continued to be broken even after the 29 June 2012 
derecho as the EML and coupled high pressure remained situated over parts of the Midwest, 
Tennessee River Valley, and Mid-Atlantic.  
Table 3: Summary of daily and all-time high temperature records from 22 June through 3 July 2012. 
Date Daily All-time 
June 22, 2012 163 0 
June 23, 2012 125 2 
June 24, 2012 196 8 
June 25, 2012 301 8 
June 26, 2012 377 14 
June 27, 2012 337 19 
June 28, 2012 393 22 
June 29, 2012 615 55 
June 30, 2012 655 90 
July 1, 2012 566 44 
July 2, 2012 434 20 







4.3.2 28 June Pre-Derecho Bow Echo(es) 
 
Figure 50: SPC storm reports for 28 June 2012. Blue dots represent severe wind reports, green dots 
represent severe hail reports, and black triangles represent significant (2”+ diameter) hail reports. 
 Interestingly enough, a couple of smaller bowing MCS generated a non-trivial number of 
wind reports (~75 reports between two bowing segments, Figure 50) the day prior to the super 
derecho event. These small bow echoes each formed as a surge of hot air from the ridge/EML 
ahead of the core surge was advected eastward (presence of EML over Pittsburg in Figures 52, 
53), with the first bow initiating south of Lake Michigan near the Chicago metro area. The 
second bow echo on 28 June, triggered over extreme NW PA just downstream of Lake Erie, was 
especially impressive, growing upscale into a fairly significant bowing feature (Figures 56, 50) 
by the time it reached the NJ Atlantic coast. The conditions in which this bow echo developed 
and grew upscale very much resemble the conditions present for the super derecho the following 




Figure 51: 04Z 29 June 2012 SPC experimental RAP analyses of MUCAPE (J/kg, red lines) and lifted 
parcel levels (meters AGL, color filled contours). 
 Observed CAPE values were not “super” derecho impressive across PA/NJ the evening 
of the 28th though they were still quite high, with RAP observed most unstable [MU]CAPE 
values around 3000 J/kg at the site of initiation and dropping off to below 500 J/kg at the New 
Jersey coastline (Figure 51) at 04Z 29 June. The Pittsburgh, PA, sounding from four hours earlier 
only showed an observed 561 J/kg of surface-based CAPE (Figure 52). By 04Z the RAP surface 
based [SB]CAPE over Pittsburgh was around/over 1000 J/kg. Given the coarse contour interval 
of the CAPE isolines (every 1000 J/kg above 1000 J/kg), Figure 54 does not show an impressive 




Figure 52: Observed upper air analysis from Pittsburgh, PA (KPIT), at 00Z 29 June 2012. 
As with the 29-30 June “super” derecho, appreciable CAPE values were juxtaposed with 
high DCAPE values (1200-1500 J/kg, Figure 55) to the south. This juxtaposition allows for the 
maintenance of convection and continual generation of downdrafts to reinforce the cold pool and 
inertially unstable environment. Another similarity between the 28-29 June bowing MCS and the 
29-30 “super” derecho is that the 28 June bow also propagated along a “surface front” on 
observational analysis (Figure 56), which actually represents the EMLF which is, for all intents 




Figure 53: 5-day NOAA HYSPLIT backward trajectories ending 00Z 29 June 2012 at Pittsburg, PA. 
Parcels released from 500 (red lines), 2000 (blue lines), and 4000 (green lines) meters AGL. 
 
Figure 54: 04Z 29 June 2012 SPC experimental RAP analyses of SBCAPE (J/kg, red lines) and SBCIN 




Figure 55: 04Z 29 June 2012 SPC experimental RAP analysis of DCAPE (J/kg). 
 





Figure 57: 500 hPa NCEP NAM analysis from 00Z 29 June 2012 showing 500 hPa heights (black 
isolines) and absolute vorticity (color filled contours, x10-5s-1). 
 This bowing MCS occurred in an absolute vorticity minimum (Figure 57), also like the 
“super” derecho. This region of low/negative absolute vorticity coincided with what was a very 
weak midlevel jetlet (Figure 58b) and divergent upper level jet streak regions (Figure 58a). All of 
the necessary dynamics for derecho development were present at the site of MCS initiation and 
propagation across PA and NJ, however the intensity of each of the features paled in comparison 
to the dynamics present the following day across the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic states, thus the 




Figure 58: 00Z 29 June 2012 SPC experimental RAP analyses of a) 300 hPa heights (solid black 
isolines), divergence (solid magenta isolines), and winds (black wind barbs and color filled isotachs), and 
b) 500 hPa heights (solid black isolines), temperatures (red dashed isolines), and winds (black wind barbs 
and color filled isotachs). 
4.4 The Day of the Derecho 
4.4.1 12Z - 17Z 29 June: The Pre-derecho Environment 
On the 12Z 29 June RAP ML lapse rates (Figure 59) indicative of the northern edge of 
the EML (ML lapse rates ≥8°C/km) is draped across northeast IA, southwest through west 
central OH. The NOAA SPC 1614Z 29 June day 1 severe weather outlook (refer back to Figure 
24) notes this front to be the “trailing edge” of a surface occluding low pressure system (Figure 
62) over the Canadian provinces of extreme northern Ontario and Quebec. 
 
Figure 59: 12Z 29 June 2012 SPC experimental RAP 700-500 hPa analyses of (midlevel) lapse rates. 
Blue polygon indicates EML over Midwest and Mid-Atlantic states and red “X” indicates core of 
anomalously strong EML. 
This boundary shows up on visible satellite imagery as a line of altocumulus castellanus or high-
based shallow convection (Figure 60b), with the same boundary also apparent on Doppler radar 
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as a thin line of W/NW-SE oriented rain showers (Figure 60a).  
 
Figure 60: 12Z 29 June 2012 a) observed Doppler radar and b) GOES visible satellite imagery. Red 
dashed lines on each panel indicate leading edge of EML. 
The observed castellanus clouds indicate the leading edge of the EML (Coniglio et al. 2008), i.e., 
the EMLF, as the EML overruns cooler and moister air associated with the divergent polar jet 
streak right entrance region.  
The process of the EML overrunning cooler/moister air also created a highly stable lid 
(CIN values of 100+, Figure 67) consistent with findings from Banacos and Ekster (2010), which 
worked to suppress deep convection along the evolution of the EML northeastward, keeping the 
EML more or less “untouched” (Bentley and Logsdon 2016) and maintaining a corridor of 
extremely high potential instability. The presence of the EML as far east as the Midwest is 
further evidenced by the 12Z 29 June SPC RAP analysis plot of 700-500 hPa (ML) lapse rates 
(Figure 59). As per Banacos and Ekster (2010) and others, lapse rates of greater than or equal to 
8°C/km are indicative of a well-mixed layer. In Figure 59, a large area of 8°C/km midlevel lapse 
rates is present over the eastern U.S., with the core of the EML (region of 9°C/km+ lapse rates) 
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present over SW Indiana, much of Kentucky, central and eastern Tennessee, and extreme 
western Virginia and North Carolina. 
 
Figure 61: 12Z 29 June 2012 upper air analyses from the SPC at a) 300 hPa and b) 250 hPa. 
With high pressure/the EML set up across much of the eastern U.S., large scale 
subsidence and broad anticyclonic flow was present over the eventually impacted regions. 
Generally speaking, subsidence with the EML would normally suppress any convection (Figure 
11).  
 
Figure 62: 12Z 29 June 2012 HPC surface analysis. Front(s) indicating leading edge of EML highlighted 
by yellow polygon. 
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Derechos, however, form and travel along the poleward edges of these strong ridges, and as such 
are often referred to as “ridge rollers.” The strong capping layer created by the EML prevents the 
development of convection over most of the eventually affected area. The EMLF, as previously 
mentioned, is represented on observational surface analyses as a quasi-stationary front along the 
most northern/poleward extent of the EML, and is a zone of concentrated convergence and uplift. 
It is this uplift that is responsible for the generation of the altocumulus castellanus across IN and 
OH. Near-surface parcels of hot air rise, resulting in weak elevated convection that dissipates as 
it hits the cap. If one of these updrafts is able to penetrate the cap, the extreme potential 
instability associated with the EML is realized, and intense convection like the 29 June 2012 
derecho can occur assuming other conditions are favorable (i.e., pooling of moisture along the 
equatorward side of EMLF, mostly unidirectional vertical wind shear, etc.). 
 
Figure 63: Diagram of the four quadrant straight jet model (Uccellini and Johnson 1979) and associated transverse 
ageostrophic motions (http://www4.ncsu.edu/~nwsfo/storage/training/jets/straightjet.html). 
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Also at 12Z a 300 hPa jet streak (70+ kts) was located to the north, situated from central 
WI across MI down into extreme NE OH/NW PA (Figure 61). The 13Z and 14Z 300 hPa 
analyses (Figure 64) show that the right entrance region of the jet streak is divergent aloft as 
expected in the four-quadrant straight jet model (Figure 63). This divergence aloft coincides with 
the stationary front or EMLF (Figure 62) at the surface, indicating surface convergence and 
strengthening the EMLF.  
 
Figure 64: 300 hPa SPC experimental RAP analyses at a) 13Z 29 June and b) 14Z 29 June 2012. 
This further aids in low level WAA into the area (Figure 64), as well as advection of the 
EML further downstream. As this is occurring the capping layer begins to show signs of eroding 
within the corridor of highest instability (Figure 67b) as the EML continues to be stretched and 
advected downstream. This cap erosion continues through the remainder of the afternoon and 
evening hours until nightfall. At 14Z there is little in the way of organized convection upstream 
of the corridor of instability. Between 14Z and 15Z a cluster of intense convection developed 
over extreme east-central IA and northern IL, with radar reflectivity values surpassing 55 dBz 
(Figure 14). By 16Z this convection became more north-south oriented just west/northwest of the 
Chicago metro area, maintaining intensity (Figure 16). The slightly bowing QLCS expands in 
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spatial coverage as it passes along southern portions of Lake Michigan and its associated cold 
pool. 
 
Figure 65: 500 hPa NCEP NAM analysis from 12Z 29 June 2012 showing 500 hPa heights (black 
isolines) and absolute vorticity (colored filled contours, x10-5s-1). 
 
Figure 66: 12Z 29 June 2012 SPC experimental RAP analysis of 700 hPa temperatures (red dashed 
isolines), heights (solid black isolines), winds (black wind barbs), and 700-500 hPa mean relative humidity 




Figure 67: SPC experimental RAP analysis of 15Z 29 June 2012 a) surface based CAPE (red isolines) 
and CIN (blue shading) values and b) mixed layer (ML) CAPE and CIN values. 
 
Figure 68: SPC experimental RAP analysis of 14Z 29 June 850 hPa temperature advection (color filled 
contours; red = WAA, blue = CAA), temperature (red dashed isolines), heights (solid black isolines), and 
wind (black wind barbs). 
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4.4.2 18Z 29 - 04Z 30 June: The Super Derecho  
 It was at approximately 18Z that the convection, at this time over NW IN, became clearly 
cold pool driven. By 1830Z, the linear MCS begins to exhibit bowing as it continues over 
northern Indiana. Sometime between 1830Z and 19Z another cluster of storms develops over 
west-central IN, merging with the now bowing MCS by 19Z. This cluster of storms was likely 
triggered by the gust from initial convection spreading outwards (refer back to Figure 17). It was 
also during this time period that the maximum wind report for the derecho event was recorded, 
with a wind gust of 91 mph recorded at the Fort Wayne International Airport in northeastern 
Indiana at 1854Z.  
 As the developing derecho continued down the corridor of extreme instability, displayed 
well by a narrow zone of high CAPE values juxtaposed with a region of high DCAPE values 
(not pictured), the storm continued to generate strong downdrafts. These rain-cooled downdrafts 
worked to continually reinforce the cold pool, allowing the storm to remain cold pool driven for 
the next 10 or so hours. Additional anticyclonic outflow aloft (Figure 13) likely also enhanced 
the presence of already lowered inertial stability downstream from the derecho. Low inertial 
stability favors the generation of anticyclonic vorticity. 
 All of these factors led to the ability of the derecho to propagate over the Appalachian 
Mountains with little effect on intensity. Bosart and Guastini (2015, 2016) indicated that 
troughing on the lee side of the Appalachians contributed to the ability of the 29 June derecho in 
making it over the mountain range. They (and others) also suggested that this may have occurred 
simply due to the strength of the cold pool. The derecho produced significant severe weather all 
the way to the Mid-Atlantic coast, even inciting a Special Marine Warning for coastal waters in 
the path of the derecho offshore. This despite all of the forecaster uncertainty and climatological 
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improbability of such a thing occurring. 
 
5.0 MODEL ANALYSIS 
 
Figure 69: Comparison of 18Z 29 June through 04Z 30 June 2012 hourly a) observed composite Doppler 
radar reflectivity (from Greg Carbin, SPC) and b) WRF-ARW simulated maximum reflectivity (dBz) values. 
5.1 Model Performance 
 The 18km, 6km, and 2km mesoscale WRF-ARW runs are compared against observations 
for the 29 June 2012 derecho and the days leading up to the event and analyzed to understand the 
meso-gamma scale dynamics during this time. The 2km simulation from 06 29 June to 06 30 
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June recreated the super derecho far better than expected, as is shown through the comparison of 
18Z 29 - 04Z 30 June 2012 observed and WRF-ARW simulated composite reflectivity (Figure 
69). Although the 2km simulation is spatially biased slightly to the southwest and temporally 
about ~15-30 minutes too fast towards the end of the simulated derecho’s life span (see Figure 
70 showing early derecho passage in simulated KIAD soundings compared to observed), the 
accuracy with which the event was simulated provides a unique opportunity to understand the 
meso-β/γ scale processes involved in such an intense derecho. While the 6km and 18km 
simulations could not resolve the derecho (or any strong, coherent MCS for that matter), they 





Figure 70: Comparison of 2 km WRF-ARW simulated vertical soundings valid a) 2330Z 29 June and b) 
2345Z 29 June with the observed upper air sounding valid c) 00Z 30 June 2012. All soundings from 
Washington, D.C. (KIAD). 
5.2 25-28 June: The Precursor Environment 
 At 00Z 25 June 2012, the core of high pressure and EML was still centered over its 
source region in the U.S. Desert Southwest and Great Basin. A narrower node of well mixed air 
and high pressure was also present over eastern CO and extreme W/NW Kansas. This can be 
seen in the KDNR and KDDC soundings, both observed (Figures 73b and 74b) and simulated 
(18km, Figures 73a and 74a). While the soundings do not match up exactly, the accuracy with 
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which the 18km simulation was able capture the EML environment is encouraging although 
errors do exist. Slight wind errors exist early on in the simulation and the dew point temperature 
vertical profiles are slightly smoother than in the observed atmospheric soundings (compare 
panels a and b in Figures 73, 74, 76). 
 Comparing the 00Z 25 June observational RAP surface analysis with the 18km WRF-
ARW simulated two meter temperatures and ten meter winds (Figure 74), there are some very 
immediate differences. Most major features in the model simulation are significantly biased 
eastward than the observed surface features. Most notably, the tropical system (i.e., Tropical 
Storm Debby) is located well into the eastern Gulf of Mexico (Figure 71a) in the observed RAP 
analysis, while located over west central Florida in the WRF-ARW simulation (Figure 71b). 
Looking back to the west, the core of hottest temperatures is also located too far east in the 
WRF-ARW simulation. Slightly higher dew point temperatures are well to the east across the 
Great Plains and Midwestern states in the WRF-ARW simulation, while [relatively] high dew 
point values (greater than 72°F, yellow filled contours on Figure 71) remained confined mostly 
north of the NE/IA/AR/KS border area from eastern NE into southwestern IA. Consistent with 
the eastward trend, temperatures across the Sierra Nevada and Great Basin states were 
significantly colder in the WRF-ARW simulation versus the RAP analysis. Surface winds 
offshore southern CA and the Baja Peninsula are also significantly different between the analysis 
and the WRF-ARW simulation. Additionally, the hot air does not extend as far northward into 




Figure 71: Comparison of 00Z 25 June 2012 a) SPC experimental RAP analysis of surface temperature 
(red and magenta lines), surface dew point (blue lines and green shading), surface winds (tan wind 
barbs), and mean sea level pressure (thick black lines), and b) 18km WRF-ARW simulated two meter 
temperature, two meter dew point, ten meter winds, and mean sea level pressure (same coloring as in 
[a]). 
 WRF-ARW 18km simulation cross sections from off the coast of southern CA northeast 
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to near North Platte, NE (Figure 72, location of cross section in Figure 84) also show a plume of 
hot air coming on shore from the Pacific that is advected northeast around the tight, anticyclonic 
ridge in a matter of just a couple of days (Figure 83a-d). As discussed in section 4, this process 
started much earlier, building up and deepening the EML weeks ahead of the 29 June 2012 super 
derecho. The location of the cross section (Figures 82, 83) and the plume of hot, dry (from 
descent and adiabatic warming) air off of the Pacific coincides with the anticyclonic 
(equatorward) side of the IPV streamer coming on shore in SW CA shown in Figures 77, 78, 79. 
This consistent onshore flow is a result of the strong ridging over the Desert Southwest and 
Mexico which was in place from 16 June 2012 through at least the 29 June derecho event. 
 
Figure 72: 18 km WRF-ARW simulated cross sections of terrain (black shading), potential temperature 
(color filled contours), equivalent potential temperature (black solid isolines), and vertical motion vectors 
(black arrows) valid at a) 12Z 24 June, b) 18Z 24 June, c) 00Z 25 June, d) 06Z 25 June 2012. Location of 
cross section location pictured in Figure 83. 
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The hot plume of tropical air off of the Pacific is evident in the vertical cross sections 
between CA and NE (Figure 83) via the region of warm potential temperatures (represented by 
the yellow and gold filled contours) moving towards the center of the figure (i.e., towards the 
north-central Great Plains) and tight, horizontal gradient(s) of equivalent potential temperatures 
propagating northeastward from the SW CA coast to SW/south-central NE. As this hot pool 
makes its way ashore, an associated (unbalanced) thermally indirect circulation with the right 
entrance of the jet streak to the northwest is located over the southern and central parts of CA. 
The presence of this circulation reinforces the mass imbalance and hot pool due to adiabatic 
warming as air descends and heats in the hot pool/ridge. Specifically, imbalance exists because 
the thickness perturbation accompanying the EML forces a counter ageostrophic circulation in 
the entrance region. The development of mountain-plains solenoids over the high, complex 
terrain in the western and central U.S. (Figure 83c-d) also acts to strengthen and further deepen 
the percolating mixed layer before it pushes off of the high terrain and is advected eastwards. 
This terrain-driven circulation and mass imbalance are coupled as they strengthen the EML.   
26 June 2012 shows a similar surface temperature, wind, and dew point trend as on 25 
June between the 18km WRF and RAP, with the core of hottest temperatures over the western 
and central U.S. located further east in the WRF simulation (Figure 75b) than in the RAP 
observational analysis (Figure 75a). This time the displacement between simulated and observed 
Tropical Storm Debby is larger, with the 18km WRF placing it off of the north-central FL 
Atlantic coast, and the RAP observational analysis showing it in the Gulf of Mexico off of the 
extreme northwest coast of Florida, excluding and south of the panhandle. This eastward shift in 
features likely accounts for the differences in vertical sounding profiles (Figures 73, 74, 76) 
between the model and observed. Despite some minor differences in the soundings, the overall 
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state of the atmosphere is captured, particularly with regard to the deep mixed layer up to ~550 
hPa and very dry layer from the surface all the way to the top of the 00Z 26 June 2012 KDDC 
soundings (Figure 76). 
 
Figure 73: Comparison of the 00Z 25 June 2012 a) WRF-ARW KDNR 18-km simulated upper air analysis 
and b) observed KDNR upper air sounding. 
 








Figure 76: Same as Figures 72 and 73, but for KDDC 00Z 26 June 2012. 
 As discussed in the observational analysis in section 4, planetary wave breaking over the 
Pacific NW occurred for a second time ahead of the super derecho event (the first being the 15-
16 June 2012 wave break previously discussed) on 26 June 2012. This can be seen in the 320K, 
330K, and 340K 18km isentropic potential vorticity plots from 12Z 25 June to 27 June (Figures 
77, 78, and 79) as well as Figure 45 presented in section 4. Anticyclonic breaking and 
overturning of IPV is evident in each of these charts through the decrease in positive IPV and 
increase in negative IPV between 12Z 26 June and 00Z 27 June. Additionally the wave breaking 
process over the NW U.S. can be seen through the generation of well-defined positive (cyclonic) 
IPV streamers (elongated maxima or minima of IPV on 330K and 340K) between the same time 
periods. On the 340K surface, anticyclonic IPV streamers also appear by 00Z 27 June (i.e., post 
wave break).  
 In the vertical cross sections for 27-28 June (Figure 85) the rapid movement of the EMLF 
downstream from the elevated plateau is clearly evident. This is visible even back to 12Z 26 June 
on the first set of cross section over south central NE (Figure 83d) as the tight horizontal gradient 
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of equivalent potential temperature values is advected away from the higher terrain. 
 
Figure 77: 18km WRF-ARW simulated 320K potential vorticity for a) 12Z 25 June, b) 00Z 26 June, c) 12Z 
26 June, and d) 00Z 27 June 2012. 
By 27 June the core of the ridge/hot mixed layer is clearly being advected and stretched 
north/northeast. This can be seen in the WRF simulated maximum CAPE plots between 00Z 27 
June and 00Z 28 June (Figure 89b,c). The 00Z 25 June through 00Z 27 June WRF simulated two 
meter temperatures, dew points, and ten meter winds (Figures 71, 75, 80) show the beginning of 
mixed layer movement eastward with the RWB very nicely, as a portion of the EML is forced 
north and east by the incoming Pacific NW/British Columbia low pressure system and jet streak. 
The full evolution of this can clearly be seen on the WRF simulated 850 hPa temperatures in 
Figure 81 and NAM observational analyses (Figure 46). 
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The decoupling of the mixed layer from the U.S. elevated plateau is also clearly visible in 
the 18km WRF-ARW cross sections between North Platte, NE, and the NC coastline (Figure 85) 
from 27-28 June 2012 as a very tight equivalent potential temperature gradient moves out from 
the high terrain towards the Mid-Atlantic states. It appears that as upper level divergence 
(associated with a jet streak in the southern branch of the PJ) moves over the core region of the 
deep mixed layer over the elevated plateau, convergence in the low levels detaches the EML 
from the boundary layer and it begins to be deformed and advected eastwards.  
 
Figure 78: Same as Figure 76, but showing 330K potential vorticity. 
As the hot dry air (now aloft as it moves over lower terrain) and large mass perturbation 
are advected eastward, along-stream accelerations (i.e., flow is accelerated within/parallel to the 
larger scale flow) in the mid-levels of the atmosphere develop in response to the mass imbalance. 
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The thermally indirect (along-stream) circulation with the EML on the 27th and 28th of June 
(Figure 85) reflects the overall mass imbalance due to the bulging isentropes and sustains along-
stream accelerations which eventually result in an ageostrophic midlevel jetlet or mesoscale wind 
maximum which continues to reinforce the coherent EMLF in a highly nonlinear process 
(Kaplan and Karyampudi 1992a, b) and thus occurs in tandem with the environment which 
organizes and maintains the 29 June 2012 derecho.  
 








Figure 81: 18 km WRF-ARW simulated 850 hPa temperatures (°C) for a) 00Z 26 June, b) 00Z 27 June, c) 
00Z 28 June, and d) 00Z 29 June 2012. 
 
Figure 82: Location of 18 km WRF-ARW cross sections presented in Figure 82 from the SW CA coast to 
near North Platte, NE. “A” represents the start location or lower left corner of the cross section, and “B” 




Figure 83: 18 km WRF-ARW simulated cross sections of terrain (black shading), potential temperature 
(color filled contours), equivalent potential temperature (black solid isolines), and vertical motion vectors 
(black arrows) valid at a) 00Z 25 June, b) 12Z 25 June, c) 00Z 26 June, d) 12Z 26 June 2012. Location of 
cross section location pictured in Figure 81.    
 
Figure 84: Location of 18 km WRF-ARW cross sections presented in Figures 71 and 84 from central NE 
almost to the VA/NC coast. “A” represents the start location or lower left corner of the cross sections, and 




Figure 85: 18 km WRF-ARW simulated cross sections of terrain (black shading), potential temperature 
(color filled contours), equivalent potential temperature (black solid isolines), and vertical motion vectors 
(black arrows) valid at a) 00Z 27 June, b) 12Z 27 June, c) 00Z 28 June, d) 12Z 28 June 2012. Location of 
cross section location pictured in Figure 83. 
 
 
Figure 86: NCEP NAM analyses of 850-500 hPa from Unisys surface highs and lows, minimum RH 
values (color filled contours), and lifted indices (solid white isolines and black pattern filled contours) valid 
a) 00Z 26 June, b) 00Z 27 June, c) 000Z 28 June, d) 00Z 29 June 2012. 
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5.3 28 June 
5.3.1 Midlevel Mesoscale Jetlet Generation 
 Beginning early on 28 June 2012 after sunrise, convergence along the leading edge of the 
strengthening EMLF over the northern Great Plains becomes fairly intense, continuing to 
reinforce the existing mass perturbation that already existed as a result of anomalously hot and 
dry air.  
 
Figure 87: 18km WRF-ARW simulated 18Z 29 June 2012 800-600 hPa three hour thickness tendency 
(m/hr) values. 
The 18Z 28 June 2012 three hour 800-600 hPa thickness tendency plot (Figure 87) shows this 
nicely with a narrow yet expansive region of thickness rises around 15-18 m per every three 
hours. As mass is added to the column at this convergence zone the imbalance between the mass 
and momentum fields is reinforced, significant ageostrophy develops as a result of the growing 
mass imbalance, causing an along-stream midlevel acceleration in the form of a jetlet (MLJ) to 
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develop over the affected region. This MLJ eventually moved downstream during the overnight 
and early morning period on 29 June. 
 
Figure 88: SPC experimental RAP 500 hPa analyses showing heights, temperatures, and winds for a) 
12Z 28 June, b) 18Z 28 June, c) 00Z 29 June, and d) 06Z 29 June. The red polygons highlight signals of 
the mid-tropospheric jetlet in the analyses. 
 The midlevel jetlet that forms as a result of the continual mass imbalance generated at the 
EMLF boundary via the along-stream thermally indirect (ageostrophic) circulation is only 
somewhat visible on observed 500 hPa charts because of the coarse scale of radiosonde 
observations in space and time. The jetlet that develops is actually also dwarfed to some extent 
by the polar jet on the simulated 500 hPa charts (not shown). The 320 K isentropic analysis 
(Figures 90b and 92b) shows the midlevel jetlet a bit more clearly than the 500 hPa isobaric 
analysis does. This is because the jetlet develops as a result of imbalance at the EMLF, and the 
EML is present mostly between the theta layers of 310K and 320K (or at ~333K θE) where the 
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slope of the isentropes is concentrated. The 500 hPa layer only cuts through the 320 K surface in 
limited locations. Note in previous theta cross sections how the dark orange region reflects 320K 
which slopes downward above the western plateau towards the ground and then moves out as the 
leading edge of the EMLF. This jetlet develops between ~12Z and 18Z with diabatic thickness 
rises along the EML boundary which are continually reinforced by thermally indirect vertical 
motions, i.e., sinking and warming in the warm air and rising and cooling in the cold air (Figure 
85). As this jetlet propagated eastward around the poleward edge of the ridge, numerous 
convective events are triggered with the accompanying WAA, surface convergence, and 
instability that travels with the MLJ and EMLF, which mutually reinforce one another as they 
move downstream, i.e., moist diabatic heating strengthens the along-stream potential temperature 
gradients. 
 
Figure 89: 18km WRF-ARW simulated maximum CAPE values (calculated between 0-3000 meters AGL) 
for a) 00Z 26 June, b) 00Z 27 June, c) 00Z 28 June, and d) 00Z 29 June 2012. 
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5.3.2 Pre-Derecho Bow Echoes 
 As discussed in Section 4, there were two smaller bow echo MCS which developed later 
on the evening of 28 June 2012 into early 29 June 2012. Both of these bow echoes formed in 
conditions reminiscent of, but not as strong as, those present for the 29 June 2012 derecho. Some 
of these similarities were presented in the observational analyses of 28-29 June (section 4), 
however the fine scales at which some of these phenomena are present are unable to be captured 
in relatively coarse resolution analyses and observational data. There are some signals in the 
observational data which do allude to the processes ongoing prior to and during these weaker 
bow echo events. Given the availability of the 6km simulation data, we will focus solely on the 
second bowing event which happened late on 28 June local time (wind reports starting around 
~04Z 29 June, Figure 50). Although the WRF-ARW 18km and 6km simulations did not 
accurately simulate the bow echo in time or space, they can still be used to evaluate the 
environment(s) in which these minor bowing segments formed. The 6km simulation did simulate 
a persistent, small bowing segment (Figure 94) for a few hours a bit earlier on the 29th than 
observed (~00Z). 
 
Figure 90: 18km WRF-ARW simulated wind speeds for 18Z 28 June 2012 at a) 500 hPa and b) 320K. 
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 Given the limited spatial extent of the observed (not shown) and simulated (Figure 94) 
PA/NJ bow echo, it follows that the dynamic features responsible for said convective event 
would also be limited in spatial extent, making them difficult to resolve on current observational 
analyses. Fortunately, the WRF-ARW 6km and 18km simulations did capture the environment 
fairly well, revealing the suspected features which showed up only as weak signals in the 
observational charts. 
 
Figure 91: 00Z 29 June 2012 WRF-ARW simulated 300 hPa wind speeds at a) 18 km resolution and b) 6 
km resolution. 
 First, in the 00Z 29 June 2012 18 km WRF-ARW maximum CAPE plots, there is a clear 
gradient of CAPE present across northern PA and NJ, and the derecho seems to follow the CAPE 
gradient as a path, just as the 29-30 June super derecho eventually does. Also similar to the 29 
June derecho, the entrance of another, smaller 320K/500hPa jetlet was present over the Lake 
Erie/western PA region where the 28 June bowing segment got its start (Figure 90). The 
simulated 320K surface IPV also shows very low positive IPV and even negative IPV present in 
the region of convective initiation and eventual bow propagation (Figure 92). There was also a 
larger scale jet streak entrance region present to the north of this weaker EML node (Figure 91) 
supplying upper level divergence and lift. The juxtaposition between the upper level and 
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midlevel jet streaks and the low level leading edge of EMLF is incredibly similar to the larger 
derecho setup which occurs the following day, just more limited in spatial extent and less 
intense. 
 
Figure 92: 00Z 29 June 2012 WRF-ARW 18 km comparison of simulated wind speeds at a) 500 hPa and 
b) 320K. 
 




Figure 94: 6 km WRF-ARW simulated maximum (composite) reflectivity (dBz) at a) 02Z, b) 03Z, c) 04Z, d) 
05Z 29 June 2012. 
 
Figure 95: 18 km WRF-ARW simulated potential temperature (color filled contours), equivalent potential 
temperature (solid black isolines), and vertical motion (black arrows) valid a) 00Z 29 June, b) 06Z 29 
June, and c) 12Z 29 June 2012. 
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5.3.3 The Pre-Derecho Environment 
 
Figure 96: Comparison of 300 hPa a) SPC upper air analysis of heights (black isolines), divergence 
(magenta isolines), and winds (black wind barbs and blue color filled isotachs) with b) 2 km WRF-ARW 
simulated wind speeds. 
 
Figure 97: Same as Figure 95 but for 500 hPa. 





Figure 98: Same as Figures 74 and 79 but for 12Z 29 June 2012. 
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By 12Z 29 June, the along-stream MLJ propagated/regenerated all the way to the 
Appalachians and Mid-Atlantic coastline, along with the EML. As the MLJ, EML, and EMLF 
were developed eastward, a corridor of slightly anticyclonic vorticity also propagated into the 
region (Figure 98). Referring back to Equations 1 and 2 (section 1), the anticyclonic nature of the 
environment (i.e., negative IPV) indicates an inertially unstable environment. Lowered inertial 
stability allows storms to “grow upscale” by ingesting anticyclonic rotation like the 29 June 2012 
derecho did (Figure 69). Consistent with this, we see the 29 June super derecho expand rapidly in 
both vertical and horizontal space due the very high static instability coupled with slightly 
lowered inertial stability (as exemplified by low IPV) both aloft and at the surface. 
 
Figure 99: 2km WRF-ARW simulated isentropic potential vorticity calculated for 12Z 29 June 2012 on a) 




Figure 100: 2km WRF-ARW simulated maximum CAPE values (calculated between 0-3000 meters AGL) 
for 12Z 29 June 2012. 
 




Figure 102: Same as Figures 72, 73, 75, and 100, but for KILN 12Z 29 June 2012. 
5.4 29-30 June: The “Super” Derecho 
Initial convection which eventually resulted in the derecho-producing system was 
triggered much earlier in the simulation than the actual derecho as discussed in section 4. A large 
cold pool was in place by 17Z 29 June (Figure 105) within the surface “cold pool” which had 
developed below the EML (Figures 85, 95). Cold pool development and maintenance is key for 
derecho development and maintenance, and yet the conditions in which cold pools can develop 
are, relatively, infrequent. In fact, forecasting the environments cold pools develop in is perhaps 




Figure 103: 2km WRF-ARW simulated maximum reflectivity values at a) 13Z, b) 14Z, c) 15Z, and d) 16Z 
29 June 2012. 
 Just as in the actual event, once the simulated convection hits the EMLF and associated 
corridor of high inertial and (potential) static instability, additional convection becomes 
explosive. Initial convection is cold pool driven, yet once convection is triggered and enters this 
uniquely unstable mesoscale corridor, convection works to reinforce the cold pool while the cold 
pool continues to barrel downstream, triggering more and more convection through enhanced 
surface convergence as the upstream pressure accelerates the low-level winds that are reinforced 




Figure 104: Same as Figure 99, but for a) 15Z 29 June, b) 18Z 29 June, c) 21Z 29 June, and d) 00Z 30 
June 2012. 
 
Figure 105: 18km WRF-ARW two meter temperatures, two meter dew point temperatures, ten meter 
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winds, and mean sea level pressure for 17Z 29 June 2012. 
 
Figure 106: Same as Figure 102, but for a) 17Z, b) 18Z, c) 19Z, and d) 20Z 29 June 2012. 
 
6.0 CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Summary of Findings 
        While the large (synoptic) scale setup for derecho-producing weather events is generally 
well understood, there still remains the issue of knowing if and when a derecho will develop, and 
for how long/far it will propagate. The analysis presented here hopefully sheds some light on this 
issue. While by an ingredients based analysis the synoptic setup on 27, 28, and 29 June may have 
been similar, there were some key mesoscale features involved on 29 June which clearly 
differentiate the environments on these days. Unfortunately, these features were not well 
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captured via operational models or observational data as is clear from the observational and 
model analyses presented. 
 Over the course of the two weeks examined, a unique cascade of dynamics played out 
leading up to this historic event on 29 June 2012. The origins of the anomalous mixed layer 
which formed over the SW U.S. and Mexican Plateau can be traced back at least two weeks to a 
RWB event over the Pacific NW between 15 and 16 June, occurring at a climax of negative AOI 
values and very active planetary wave pattern. This RWB resulted in the shedding of a “cutoff” 
low pressure system off the coast of southern CA and the Baja California Peninsula in NW 
Mexico rapidly transferring cold arctic air into the subtropics. The placement of this intense low 
resulted in a strong anticyclone over the Mexican Plateau and U.S. Desert Southwest. For the 
next two weeks, hot, dry air was funneled around the ridge, off of the Pacific, across southern 
CA, and onto the western elevated plateau where it then remained in place until 26-27 June. A 
record-breaking heat wave began 23 June across the central and western U.S. and lasted well into 
July, however the hottest day on record for many locations in the derecho’s path was in fact 29 
June. 
 This heat and unusually deep/extensive mixed layer remained in place over the western 
half of the U.S. until another RWB event occurred on 26 June as a result of further Rossby wave 
train amplification from the 16 June cutoff low and another incoming low pressure system 
dropping southeast towards the Pacific NW from the Gulf of Alaska. With the 26 June RWB the 
ridge over the western half of the U.S. hit a breaking point, with the right entrance region of the 
polar jet streak and mesoscale imbalance at the EMLF around the ridge working to detach, 
deform, and propagate the unusually deep (~400+ hPa) mixed layer downstream across the 
Midwest and Mid-Atlantic by 29 June.  
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On 28 June, a final push of Pacific hot air and diabatic heating over the northern Great 
Plains generated a significant mass perturbation resulting in downstream, along-stream midlevel 
accelerations to adjust the mesoscale wind. This midlevel jetlet maintained its structure due to 
continuous strengthening of the EMLF via heating, both moist convective and surface sensible. 
The thermally indirect, ageostrophic circulation accompanying this feature causing sinking and 
adiabatic warming within the already hot EML. Conversely, this circulation also caused rising 
and adiabatic cooling of air along the outer rim of the ridge. These along-stream accelerations 
reinforce movement of the EML downstream while also reinforcing the strength of the EMLF. 
Movement of the EMLF over relatively cooler and more moist air over the Midwest and Mid-
Atlantic states created an environment of extreme potential static instability coupled with 
lowered inertial instability due to the highly anticyclonic nature of the EMLF. 
 A pre-existing cold pool from the previous night’s convection across the northern Plains 
made its way towards northern IL from SD during the first half of 29 June. As this cold pool hit 
the uncontaminated corridor of extreme instability, storms rapidly became N-S oriented and 
grew upscale. Within approximately 45 minutes of the composite reflectivity showing signs of a 
bow echo beginning, the maximum wind report for the event was recorded in Fort Wayne, IN. 
By this point the derecho was a large bow echo with a sustained rear inflow jet and low level 
mesoscale ridge. From there the system continued onward, still growing in size as it rapidly and 
continuously propagated southeast along the EMLF, not stopping until the system hit the Atlantic 
coast by ~05-06Z 30 June. 
6.2 Recommendations and Future Work 
        In order to more rigorously test the hypothesis presented here, a new, dynamics-based 
(rather than ingredient based) climatology of derecho events should be conducted. The intensity 
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of each dynamical component found to be present in the 29 June derecho should be of particular 
emphasis in order to diagnose which components are most pertinent to strong derecho production 
and maintenance. Once a full dynamic climatology is completed, the development of an accurate 
derecho forecasting parameter or parameters, which may be useful days in advance, can and 
should be developed and tested to replace the current operational derecho composite parameter 
(cite). The author, her advisor, and colleagues have submitted, to the National Science 
Foundation (NSF), a proposal to develop the aforementioned dynamic climatology and a 
dynamics-based derecho parameter. Additionally, the author and colleagues recommend that 
operational forecasters consider the use of isentropic analyses in addition to the isobaric analyses 
currently used in forecasting. Special attention needs to be paid to ageostrophic rather than quasi-
geostrophic circulations on isentropic surfaces which are better suited to resolve mesoscale 
features such as the midlevel mesoscale jetlet and EMLF. 
6.3 Conclusion 
        A remarkable series of events and adjustments from the planetary scale to the mesoscale 
occurred leading up to the 29 June event. The strength of the EMLF was of particular importance 
in the 29 June derecho event for a number of reasons, the least of which being the juxtaposition 
of strong CAPE with strong DCAPE values for the self-reinforcement of the derecho 
downstream and generation of imbalances and subsequent along-stream mid-tropospheric wind 
maximum. The relative intensities of these features should be of particular interest looking to the 
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